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slabs. Modified edge diffraction coefficients valid for wedges whose walls are lossy or 
lossless thin dielectric or perfectly-conducting plates are developed. The width of 
the dielectric plates cannot exceed a quarter of a wavebength is free space, and the 
interior angle of the wedge is assumed to be close to 0 or 180 • 
Systematic methods for computing the individual components of the total high-
frequency field are discussed. The accuracy ·of the solutions is demonstrated by com-
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surface. It is observed that a jump or kink appears in the calculated pattern when higher 
order terms that are important are not included in the final solution. 
The most immediate application of the results presented here is in the 
modelling of structures such as aircraft which are composed of non-metallic parts 
that playa significant role in the pattern. 
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CHAPTER I 
I NTROOUC TI ON 
There exists a great deal of interest in calculating the radiation 
patterns of airborne antennas and other complicated radiating struc-
tures. One of the approaches that has found great success for analyz-
ing these types of problems is the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD). 
One of the biggest advantages of this method over others is that 
complex structures can be modelled using much simpler structures. These 
simpler structures can be analyzed using the results given in Chapters 
Two through Five. To be able to obtain an accurate radiation pattern, 
one must take into account the scattering structures. Thus, GTO also 
provides a means of identifying the significant contributions from 
the complex structures in the resulting antenna pattern. 
The scattering and diffraction by objects which are large in terms 
of wavelengths is essentially a local phenomenon associated with speci-
fic parts of the object. GTO, which is a high-frequency approach, 
is applied and extended here to include diffraction by flat dielectric 
slabs. 
The GTD method originally developed by Keller and his associates 
at the Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences [1,2,3] fails in the 
transition regions adjacent to the shadow and reflection boundaries. 
For that reason, many people did not see the importance of this method 
for many years. The GTD is an extension of Geometrical Optics that can 
be justified by the generalized Fermat's principle. which is introduced 
in Chapter Three. 
The Uniform (GTD), developed at The Ohio State University, provides 
expressions for the diffracted field such that the total high-frequency 
f~e1d is uniformly continuous across all transition boundaries. Expres-
Slons have been developed for electromagnetic fields diffracted from 
edges and vertices in perfectly conducting surfaces due to sources eith-
er on or off perfectly conducting convex surfaces. 
The problem of interest in this thesis is the radiation of an 
antenna mounted on ~ perfectly conducting convex surface in the presence 
of a m-sided, finite dielectric plate, as illustrated in Figure 1, 
where m=4. 
\ . ~ : , 
------.------ - ~,- -~~~ .. ~- ... -..... .. .. . . . . 
\] RECEIVER 
n • UNIT VECTOR NORMAL 
TO THE SLAB 
Figure 1. Curved surface mounted antenna radiating in the 
presence of a thin dielectric plate. 
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It is assumed here that the plate will not be attached to the convex 
surface. The total field at the point (p) may be expressed as 
(1) 
w~ere Ii is the source field, ~ ~ the reflected field from the plate, 
E is the trans~ittFd field t and E is the total edge diffracted field. The functions u , u , and u are unit step functions included in 
Equation (1) to emphasize th~.discontinuities i~ the. geometri~al optics (G.O.) solution. Note that E1 represents the d1rect source f1eld or 
the curved surface diffracted field. 
Chapter Six discusses a systematic way of computing the individ-
ual terms of Equation (1), and thus obtaining the total field by super-
imposing all the individual field components. The geometrical optics 
solutions, the transmission, and reflection coefficients for lossy 
dielectric slabs, which are needed in order to calculate the total 
field are discussed in Chapter Two. The modified edge diffraction 
coefficients valid for wedges whose walls are lossy or lossless 
dielectric or perfectly-conducting plates are presented in Chapters 
Three and Four. It is assumed that the interior angle of the wedge 
is either close to 0° or 180°, and the width of the dielectric plates 
is less than a quarter of a wavelength in free space. Chapter Five 
briefly discusses surface diffracted rays from arbitrary convex sur-
faces. Analytic and measured results for the radiation pattern of an 
antenna mounted on a spheroid are discussed in Chapter Seven. Finally, 
Chapter Eight is a summary of all the results presented here. 
3 
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CHAPTER II 
GEOMETRICAL OPTICS FIELO 
a 4 
The geometrical optics field is the leading term in the 
asymptotic high frequency solution of Maxwell's equations, and it 
is also the leading term in the GTD and UTO high-frequency approxi-
mations. The G.O. field is equal to the sum of the leading terms 
in the incident and reflected fields as shown in [4J. Their fields 
can be expanded in a Luneberg-Kline series for large w of the form [4 ] 
co r 
r ruexp(-jkljl) I _m __ , 
m=O (jw)m (2) 
where k is the wavenumber of the medium, and an exp(jwt) time de-
pendence is assumed and suppressed. The leading term of Equation (2) is given by [5] 
E(s l ' exp [- jk.(s l] Eo (5 l = ro( 0 lexp [- jk1jJ(o l] j~~~!S)(P2+sr\ exp( -jks l , 
( 3) 
where s=O is the reference point on the ray path, and P),P2 are 
the principal radii of curvature of the wavefront at s=O as shown in Figure 2. 
Equation (3) is known as the geometric-optics field. The 
leading term in the Luneberg-Kline asymptotic expansion takes into 
account the polarization and wave nature of the electromagnetic 
field, which is not the case in classical geometrical optics. At 
s=-Pl, -P2, Equation (3) becomes infinite, so the solution fails 
at the caustics. As one passes through a caustic in the direction 
of propagation, the sign of P+s changes and the correct phase shift 
of n/2 can be introduced. 
From V·r = 0, one obtains [4] 
A 
s·r :: 0 
o ' (4) 
4 
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Figure 2. Astigmatic tube of rays. 
where ~ is the unit vector in the direction of the ray path. This 
equation indicates that the electric vector of the geometrical optics 
field is orthogonal to the direction of propagation. Using 
Vxr=-jw~H, one obtains an expression for H of the form 
A 
H-vy sxt 
c 
where Y c = If . 
(5) 
In order to calculate the reflected field, consider the geometry 
of Figure 3, where the incident field is a high-frequency electromag-
netic field, and S a smooth curved perfectly conducti~g surface. 
Using the boundary conditions for the total electric field on 5, 
the following expression for Er is obtained 
r r [r] -i - 1m [Ai Ar A A ] E (o)=Eo(o)exp -jkljJ (0) =E (QR)·R=E ~'(Rl ellefl-e!e,L , 
(6) 
where.OR is the reflecting point, R the dyadic reflection coefficient 
a~d ll(QR) the incident electric field at QR. The unit vectors 
"1 "r " 
ell, ell, and eLwill be defined more carefully in Chapter Four. 
Combining Equations (3) and (6) 
j r r r i - Pl P2 r {s} = r (QR) • R -r------- exp(-jks) (7) 
(Pl+s)( P~+s) 
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Figure 3. Geometry depicting the reflection 
by a curved surface S. 
s 
where p~, P~ are the principal radii of curvature of the reflected 
wavefront at QR' 
It can be shown that 
Ai'" "r'" s ·n = s.n • (a) 
This equation leads to the f~ous Law of Reflection. That is, the 
reflected ray lies on the plane of incidence, and the angle of 
reflection er is equal to the angle of in~idence ei , where both angles are measured from the unit normal n as shown in Figure 3. 
The plane of incidence is the plane formed by the incident ray and 
the normal to the surface at the point of incidence. It is shown in [4] that: 
( 9) 
( 10) 
6 
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Expressions for f1 and f2 are given in [6J. For the sper.ial case 
of an incident spherical wave 
(
.2 . 2 ~ 1 1 Sln ~ I S1n 81 + fT = cosei R]- + R2 -
2 
Ai 
where 81, 82 are the angles between s and the principal directions 
associated with the principal radii of curvature of the surface 
Rl, R2, respectively. This is illustrated in Figure 4. Expressions 
for the principal directions and the principal radii of curvature 
of the ref1ected field for an arbitrary incident field are given in [7]. 
A. Reflection and Transmission 
It is obvious that the reflection and transmission coefficients 
for the slab shown in Figure 1 have to be calculated in order 
to obtain the reflected, transmitted, and diffracted fields. The 
slab can be a lossy or lossless dielectric, or a perfectly-conducting 
plate. The two dimensional (2-D) case will be considered first, 
and later in Chapter Four the expressions for the 2-D case are 
generalized to the more general 3-D case, after a suitable coordinate 
system is defined. 
Consider the 2-D geomet~y illustrated in Figure 5, where 5i 
refers to the ~ncident ray, sr to the reflected ray, and st to the transmitted ray. 
Medium #1 is assumed to be lossless, i.e., £1=£1, ~l=~i' 01=0, 
and '1'=11;'=0, and medium #2 is a lossy medium, but it is assumed that th~s, losS is du€! to '2 and () only. Thus ()i"O+II;' 2 and P{"1J2, iJ2=:O, and <2-£2' 
In order to find the reflection and transmis~ion coefficients 
for the boundary shown in Figure 5, the boundary conditions on H 
and r have to be satisfied. That is, assuming there are no sources 
at the boundary, one votains 
(12) 
App~yin9 th~ above eQua!ions to the case of perpendicular polari-
zat10n (E-f1eld perpendlcular to the z-y plane) one Cdn dit'ectly 
obtain the following expressions 
7 
~ 
I 
- ~-~------.. ---------. 
" U.3-- ~--
.. 
.. 
Figure 4. Geometry for the analYSis of the reflected 
wavefront. The reflecting surface is S. 
--- - - Intersection Of a princip41 
plane of S at QR with S 
---- ---- - ---- Intersection of the plane of 
incidence with the plane 
tangent to S at QR 
- - - - £xtens ion of the reflected rdy 
below s. 
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and 
where 
-
MEDIUM I 
------------~----------------~y 
MEDIUM 2 
Figure 5. Geometry in the plane of incidence (z-y plane) 
for a wave at oblique incidence. 
(13) 
2w~2cose i 
+ R J. = wIJ2 case i -+1 B -coset"-=Jci)rli ( 14) 
(15) 
( 16) 
9 
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thus one can express Er and E1 at the boundary (z=O) as 
(18) 
For a 10ssless, nonmagnetk medium, i.e., °2=0, t';=k2, and P,::P2=lJo one ot'ltalns 
. 2 . 1.'2 
cose
1 
- «(2/£1 - s:n e1 ) 
R.1 = ------=-- ----~-fTi 
easel + (E2/E l - sin2e1 ) 
, and (19) 
(20) 
In order to exoress coset in terms of sine i , one has to use 
Snell's law for the lossless, nonmagnetic case 
(21) 
The expressions for the other polarization (H-field perpendicular 
to the z-y plane) are 
where 
€2/E1cosei(1-jtan6) - (B'CosOt-ja/k 1) RII = -------,.----------- -----, (22) 
E2/E1COse
1(1-jtan6) + (8'coset-j~/kl) 
2£2/£lCOSe i (1-jtan6} 
T,r=l+RIl = ---- -- -[ -------------t----, (23) 
E2/E 1cosO (1-jtan6) + (B'cos8 -ja/k1) 
(12 
tan6 = - and 8' = 8/k, .• WE2 ' 
(24) 
10 
. . .... ' . 
, 
II 
I 
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I. 
For a lossless, nonmagnetic medium, i.e., 0:;>=0. 11 1=1J2'=P , Ij'=V-c'-27;1 
one arrives once again to the familiar expressions a 
and 
(25) 
r t In this case, one can express HI and HI at the boundary (Z=O) as 
t( -) i( +) and HI Z=O = TIIHl Z=O (26) 
The simplest case is when medium #2 is a perfect conductor (02==)' 
In that case 
RI=-l, T1=0, ( 27) 
R II = 1, and Til = o. (28) 
B. Reflection Coefficient of Dielectric Slab 
Now let us consider a more general problem. a dielectric layer 
of thickness d with dielectric constant Ed (real number), and 
"loss tangent" tan6, as illustrated in Figure 6. 
When an electromagnetic wave arrives at the front face, the 
wave is spl it into two waves, a portion of its energy will be re-
flected and the rest transmitted into the layer. At the opposite 
face of the slab the wave is split again, some of it being transmitted 
and the rest reflected back toward the fron~ face. This process 
continues until the portion of the wave trapped inside the slab 
has completely left the layer through the front or bad f;Kes. 
11 
• $ 9 
¢ ,~,-, " 
r· 
~ ... .,,-_.,-ect rt 
, . 
r , , 
Etot • E I + E 2 + ., . 
CD 
t 
Figure 6. Reflection and transmission for a wav~ incident 
on a dielectric slab. The dielectric slab may 
have some loss. 
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The total reflected and transmitted fields will be equal to 
an infinite sum of waves, each of which can be related back to the 
original incident wave, provjded that a plane wave propagation 
approximation inside the layer may be assumed. Before del'iving 
the expressions for the transmission (T) and reflection (R) coef-
ficients, it will be helpful to define the following variablp.s: 
Rl = reflection coefficient foy' the initial external ~eflection 
R2 = reflection coefficient for the internal reflection 
" -~ 
Tl = transmission coefficient into the dielectric layer 
T2 = transmission coefficien: out of the dielectric layer 
P = phase term to account for the difference in path length 
a to the observer for different rays leaving the layer, 
as illustrated in Figure 7 
Pd = phase delay associated with the field in a single crossing 
of the slab. 
Figure 7. Difference in path length to observer for 
different rays emerging from slab. 
13 
Thus, assuming there is plane wave propagation within the 
layer, and the rays between the slab and observation point are 
parallel, the total reflected field for either polarization (II or l) 
can be expressed as: 
(29) 
(30) 
The above assumptions will be satisfied, provided that neither 
the source nor receiver are too close to the dielectric slab. 
From the definitions given above, it follows that: 
P - -ad -jBt j2tk l sin6t sin6 i 2 -(a/kl+jB'cOSOt)2dkl d-e e , P a =e , and PdP a =e . 
For the lossless case, 
-jkdR. 
Pd = e 
where 
= 
(31) 
(32) 
d 
cOSet (33) 
It can be shown that R2=-R l , where both coefficients have been defined 
earlier. Recall that Tl=Rl+l and T2=R2+1 = l-R l • Substituting these 
into Equation (30), and making use of the geometric series relation 
co 1 L an = r:a for /a/<l, 
n=O a (34) 
one obtains 
(35) 
14 
" 
or 
(36) 
where 
(37) 
Note that for the case of parallel pola~ization, the reflected and 
transmitted r-field, in general will not have the same direction 
as the incident r1-field. 
C. Transmission Coefficient of Dielectric Slab 
By the same argument as in the reflected field, the total 
transmitted field is also equal to an infinite sum, which can be 
expressed by 
or 
Eiot = f 1T 2P t[p d+P~P l~+P~P~R~+ ••• J} E i • (38) 
Et =[T T P Y (P )2n-l(p )n-l(R )2n-2] Ei, (39) 
tot 1 2 tn= 1 d a 2 
where Ei is the incident field at the front face of the slab, and 
Pt is the term used in order to refer the phase of the transmitted fTeld to the point of reference A, as illustrated in Figure 8. 
Note that Pt is given by 
jk l iCos( e i -e t) P t = e. (40) 
Following the same procedure for the transmission pro~lern one obtains 
2 i t _ (1 - Rl ) PdPtE 
Etot - --1 -~R2pip- (4l) 
1 d a 
or 
(42) 
15 
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T ACTS AT THIS 
SINGLE POINT ~ 
a) Assumed path. 
@ 
8 
b) An actual path. 
Figure 8. Transmitted ray paths. 
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~ 
where 
(43) 
The coefficients T(",l) and R(",l) just derived, are valid, 
for flat layers of constant thickness, where the incident field 
is approximated by a plane wave. 
17 
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CHAPTER III 
TWO DIMENSIONAL EDGE DIFFRACTED FIELD 
The geometrical optics fields have two very serious defects, 
which makes them marginally useful in solving the problem mentioned 
at the introduction. These two defects are 
(1) G.O. fields are equal to zero in the shadow region, and 
(2) there is a discontinuity in the field at the shadow and 
reflection boundaries. 
The shadow and reflection boundaries are shown in Figure 9. 
~LANE J.. ~ AT 0E 
n7T (b) 
Figure 9. Geometry for 2-D edge diffraction. 
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To overcome these limitations an additional field, known as 
the diffracted field is added. Keller, who was the first to intro-
duce this idea has shown in [1,2,3] how it can be added in the high 
frequency solution as an extension of geometrical optics. The 
postulates of Keller's theory, known as the Geometrical Theory of 
Diffraction (GTD) given in [4] are: 
(1) The diffracted field propagates along rays which are 
determined by a generalization of Fermat's principle 
to include points on the boundary surface in the ray 
trajectory. 
(2) Diffraction like reflection and transmission is a local 
phenomenon at high frequencies, which means that it depends 
only on the nature of the boundary surface and the incident 
field in the inmediate nE.ighborhood of the point of 
diffraction. 
(3) The diffracted wave propagates along its ray so that 
a) power is conserved in a tube (or strip of rays), 
b) the phase delay along the ray path equals the product 
of the wave number of the medium times the distance. 
Diffracted rays are initiated at points on the boundary surface 
where the incident geometrical optics field is discontinuous, i.e., 
at points on the surface where there is a shadow or reflection 
boundary. These rays, like the geometrical optics rays travel along 
paths which make the optical distance between the source point and 
the field point an extremum, usually a minimum. For example, a 
ray path which transverses a homogeneous medium is a straight line, 
and if the ray path lies on a smooth curved surface, it is a surface 
extremum or geodesic. 
The total high-frequency field at an observation point is 
obtained from the fields of all the rays passing through that point. 
The uniform GTO (UrO) t'equires that the diffracted field compensate 
the discontinuity in the geometrical optics field at the shadow 
and reflection boundaries so that the total high-frequency field 
is everywhere continuous away from the radiating body. This implies 
that the diffracted fields assume their largest values near these 
boundaries, where their mdgnitude is comparable to those of the 
G.O. field. 
A general expression for the high-frequency edge diffracted 
field given in [41 is 
(44) 
19 
wherJ a is an arbitrary reference point. It is common practice 
to choose the paint of diffrdction on the boundary surface from 
which it emanates as the reference paint. This paint or line of 
diffraction happe~ to be one of the caustics of the diffracted 
field, and since s) is independent of the reference point the 
limit as P1 or P2 pproach zero exists. The diffracted field for 
the case wfiere tne caustic is at an edge assumes the form 
rd _ T I- p . -jks (s) - " (p+sf e , ( 45) 
where P is the distance between the caustic on the point of dif-
fraction and the second caustic of the diffracted ray away from 
this surface. The edge diffracted rays also form an astigmatic 
tube of rays as shown in Figure 2 with either the caustic 1-2 or 
3-4 at the point of diffraction. Note that an expression for r 
which can determine from differential geometry will be given later. 
The edge may be an ordinary edge formed by a discontinuity in the 
unit normal vector, an edge formed by a discontinuity in surface 
curvature, or an ed~e formed by a discontinuity in some higher order 
derivative of the surface as shown in Figure 10. 
A.CURVED WEDGE 
i 
Ro ____ . ___ y ~n 
~Qo 
C. OISCONTIrIUITY IN 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 
OF THE SURFACE 
B. DISCONTINUITY IN 
SURFACE CURVATURE 
D. THIN WIRE 
DIFFRACTION 
Figure 10. Diffraction from lines of discontinuity. 
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According to Keller's 2nd postulate. diffraction is a loc~l 
phenomenon, and since one is dealing with a linear phenomenon, A 
is proportional to the incident field at the point where diffraction 
is initiated. 
Assuming that the magnitude of the incident field is not varying 
rapidly near the point of diffraction, A has the form: 
i -A = r (QE) • D (46) 
where QE is the point of diffraction, and 0 the dyadic diffraction 
coefficlent. The edge diffracted field can be rewritten as 
.... d( ) - .... i ( ) -D J P -jks ~ s - ~ QE· s(p+sT e • ( 47) 
Applying the generalized Fermat's principle one arrives as 
shown in [8] to the equation 
~ Ar ~ A 
= e . s = e • s • (48) 
A " A The unit vectors e, Sl, s are illustrated in Figure 11. It follows 
from Figure 11 where the angles 80 and 80 are defined that 
" ,.. cosa~ = e • s' o ~ 8~ ~ 1£/2 (49) 
" 
co sao = e 
.... 
• s o < 8 < 1£/2 
- 0- (50) 
For the 2-D case 
casal = cOS8 = 0 or a l = 8 = 1£/2 o 0 0 0 • (51) 
Note that Bb is the angle of incidence, and So the angle of dif-
fraction. From Equation (48) Keller's law of diffraction follows: 
The angle of incidence 80 is equal to the angle of diffraction So· This means that the diffracted rays emanating from QE form 
a cone whose half angle is 80 and whose axis is the tangent to the 
edge. The incident and reflected rays from QE also lie in this cone. 
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The expression for p given in [8] is 
.... .... " 1 • 1 _ ~s':ll 
P ..,. aSirf"S I 
Pe 0 
(52) 
where 
p! = radius of curvature of incid~nt wavefront at QE in the plane which contains s' and e. 
'" e = unit vector tangent to the edge at QE' 
'" n = unit vector normal to the edge at QE and directed away e from the center of curvature of the edge. 
a = radius of curvature of the edge at QE· a>O. 
A special case. is the straight edge where ~ and the expre~­
sion for p simplifies to 
1 • 1 P ..,. • 
Pe 
(53) 
A general expression for the dyadic diffraction coefficient for 
a perfectly conducting wedge expressed in terms of the coordinate 
systems (i. Bo. ~, and (s't 60t +,) (which will be defined in Chapter Four where the 3-0 case is treated) is 
where 0$ is the scalar diffraction coefficient for the acoustically 
soft (Olrichlet) boundary condition at the surface of the wedge. 
and Db is the scalar diffraction coefficient for the acoustically 
hard (Neumann) boundary condition, 
The region close to the reflection and shadow Doundaries are 
known as transition reo;ons. In these regions the total field 
changes rapidly. and the 'nagnitude of the diffracted field as indi-
cated before is compar~~'e with the incident and reflected fields, 
which are discontinuous in these regions. The diffracted field 
must be discontinuous at shadow and reflection boundaries to yield 
a continuous total field everywhere as prescribed by UTO. 
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A. Scalar Diffraction Coefficients for a 
Perfectly-Conducting Wedge 
Expressions for the diffraction coeffic~ents of a perfectly-
conducting wedge which are valid both, within and outside the trans-
ition regions, but away from the edge and .'-0, .-nn surfaces, are given by (8) 
+ cot(~)F[ kl ia(H')]' [cot("+(tzP.)F[ kl rn.+( .... )] 
+ cot('-(~~'l)F[klrOa( .... ,)]}] • (55) 
+ where F(x) is known as the transition function. The variable a (~i~') 
is a measure of the angular separation between the field point and a 
shadow or reflection boundary. The additional superscripts 0, n denote 
that the radii of curvature are calculated at the reflection boundaries 
11-'1' and (2n-1 )11-q,', respectively. The~e boundaries are illustrated in 
Figure 13. 
The transition function is defined as follows: 
,~ CII • 2 
F(x) = 2jIX eJx J e-Jt dT , x = kLa(~i~') (56) 
IX 
in which one takes the principal (positive) branch of the square 
root. When x is small, 
F(x) ., {/iii -lxeJ·/4 - j .z e-J./4} eJ(·/4+x) (57) 
and when x is large 
1 3 1 15 1 75 1 
F(.l() '\, 1 + j 'Zi - l ~ - j tr? + n ~ (58) 
if x > 10 
F(x) ::: 1 
and for all x 
(59) 
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/F{x)/ ~ 1 o ~ phase of F{x) ~ 1£/4. (60) 
A plot of /F(x)/ and phase of F{x) is ~iven in Figure 12. 
Let a = ~ ! ~I, then 
+ ! 
a-{s) = 2 cos2 (2nn~ - a), 
(61) 
+ 
where N- are integers which most nearly satisfy 
+ 2nnN - 8=n , and 
(62) 
21£nN- -8 = -1£ • 
(63) 
B. Distance Parameters 
are defined as [81 
, and (64) 
(65) 
where p~, 02 arc the principal radii of curvature of the incident wave-
front at QE' Further, of, P~ are the prinCipal radii of curvature of 
the reflected wavefront at QE' and P~ is the distance between the 
caustics of the diffracted ray in the direction of specular reflection 
[8], Note that P~ is given by 
(66) 
Where n is the unit outward vector normal to the surface near the edge. 
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When the edge is formed by intersecting planar surfaces, one 
finds that L
ro 
= L
rn 
= Li. But when the surfaces forming the wedge are 
curved, the spreading of the reflected wave is different from that of 
the incident wave. This means that the radii of curvature of the re-
flected and diffracted wavefronts at the reflection shadow boundary are 
different from the radii of curvature of the incident and diffracted 
wavefronts at the incident shadow boundary. Thus, the parameters 
L
i
, Lro, and L
rn 
are needed to obtain a continuous total field. 
c. Scalar Diffraction Coefficients for a 
Dielectric-Dielectric/Metal Junction 
To generalize the edge diffraction coefficients for the perfect1y-
conducting case to include diffraction due to a junction of two di-
electric plates. or a dielectric-metal junction as illustrated in Figure 14, the following assumptions are made 
(a) n~: 1, or n = 2 
(b) the width of the dielectric plates is a 
small fraction of a wavelength. 
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Let us assume that Os is given by 
h 
s s S 
Os(~'~';Bo') = LhD (~_~I) + LhD (~_~I) + AhO (~+~I) h 00 nn 00 
s 
+ AhD (~+~I) 
n n 
s s s s 
where L~, l~, A~ and A~ are constants, and 
-Jrr/4 rn 
o (4)>!4>>I) cot(n+(~!~'l) F[kL i = -e n 2n/2nk sinB
o 
2n 
_e- jn/ 4 ro 
o (4)>:!:CP') cot(n-(~~~')) F[kLi = 0 2n12nk sinB
o 
(67) 
+ + ] a (4)>-4>>1) , and 
(68) 
a-(4)>!cp')] , 
(69) 
where again the subscript 0 refers to the 0 surface and n to the 
nn surface as illustrated in Figure 13. 
It follows from Table I, and Equations (68)-(69) that ° (cp_cp') 
is associated with the incident shadow boundary discontinuityOdue to 
the O-side of the wedge, and D (4)>+CP') takes care of the reflection 
boundary+discontinuity associa~ed with the same face. likewise, 
the 0n(4)>-4>>') terms play the same role, but for the nn-face of the 
wedge. 
. R Fo~ the perfectly-conducting case, 
1S R == + ls Thus, for the special case ~ ~ n -A ==A =R "'+l. o n 
the reflection coefficient 
(0=00) L =l =1 and 
o n 
Since the coefficients Ao' An' Lo and In multipl~ing the Do, 
and D terms in Equation (67) are all constants, the Ll and Lr 
paramQters do not change. This adds a restriction to the surfaces 
(dielectric) making up the wedge; they will have to be flat, so 
the radii of curvature of the transmitted field is the same as the 
incident field at the incident shadow boundary. This is a necessary 
condition in order to obtain a continuous total field as will be 
shown below. 
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Near the shadow or reflection boundaries, i.e., B=2~nN±+(~-E) 
where 
£>0 (Lit region) £<0 (Shadow region). (71 ) 
Near the shadow boundary due to the O-face of the wedge, i.e., 
4»'+JT boundary as shown in Figure 13. 
TABLE I 
The cotangent 
when is singular value of N 
at the boundary 
! cot (~~) "- --~ .. --.-4» = :pI - IT, a SB 
N+ = 0 surface ¢=O is shadowed 
I I cot (,-(~t») 4» = 4»' + IT, a SB 
surface 4»=nlT is shadowed N- = 0 
~.--- .. 
cot ('·(ron) 4» = (2n-1 )IT-<I>', a RB 
N+ = reflection from surface <I>=nlT 1 
_._--
cot (.-(~~t'») <I> = IT- <I> I , a RB 
reflection from surface 4»=0 N- = 0 
- ------ ..... _--- .---~ . 4"_~ .. _ 
-jlT/4 [ ,----;- " /4] . /4 o (4)>-4>>')''' ~---- n V21fkL' sgn£-2kL'€eJ1f eJ1f (72) 
o 2n/21fk sinS 
o 
and 
Ed(SB) '" e- jks f- P Ei(QE) [- e~Hn<J Lo + small continuous 
s(p+s) 0 terms 
where the term containing £ has been neglected because £+0. Recall that 
/; [( i ) i i ]1/2 vLl s Pe + S P1P2 
sinso = p!(p{+s·)"pJ+;) t and (73) 
1 1 ~ .(;I_~) 
- = '-r _ ~_._._ • 
1 ~ 
P P a sin's 
e 0 
(74) 
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• , ; A¢ , q i 4_4 "$;::$ W__ _ • 
, ~ 1 1 Further a t the shadow boundary S I =s = -- = --'. thus 
p 1 
Pe 
+ small continuous terms. (75) 
Equation (75) simplifies to 
Ed(SB)". - ~ Ei(QE)i;iP~ i-- e-jks sgnE 
(P1+ s) (P2+ s) 
+ small continuous terms. (76) 
The incident field at a distance s from the edge 
of the ~I+n boundary is 
Ei(s) = Ei(QE)v1~; P~ . e-jks • 
(sip ~)( s+p~) 
On the shadow side of the ~I+rr boundary 
i i 
trans) ,") P 1 P 2 J"ks E (s = T E (QE -r----,.-_ e- , 
o (p~+s)(p~+s) 
in the lit side 
(77) 
(78) 
where To is the tranmission coefficient for the a-face of the wedge. 
Recall that Tg is valid for a flat slab only. The total field on 
the lit side f the ~I+n boundary (E>O) is 
(79) 
and in the limit as e+O from the 0+ side 
r;r-;,i 
Etotal(s) = Ei(QE)1 = __ l j2_" _~_ e- jks 
( sip ~ )( sip ~) 
-L (7- + 1) 
+ small continuous terms (80) 
in the shadow side of the same boundary (E<O), and in the limit 
as E·O from the 0- side 
:n 
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( s+P~ ) ( s+pJ) 
+ small continuous terms (81) 
but 
(82) 
therefore 
(83) 
or 
Lo = 1 - To • (84) 
The same procedure is used at the ~I-n shadow boundary due 
to the nn-face of the wedge (see Figure 13) to obtain an expression for L
n
, 
L = 1 - T n n (85) 
where Tn is the transmission coefficient of the nlT..face of the wedge. 
Near the n-~I reflection boundary 
and 
o s(P+S} 2sTri 0 Ed(RB) '\, A e-jkSI p-- Ei(QE)[jL ~ S9nE] 
+ small continuous terms (87) 
where again, the term containing € has been neglected. Recall that 
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sew a z • i '0 's 42", 
I· 
(88) 
where 
(89) 
and n is the unit vector normal to the a-face of the wedge near the 
reflection boundary 1r-1". In addition, 
A A 
s,on = - case; (90) 
and 
(91) 
A A 
Letting n·ne = COSn where u is the angle between nand ne , one finds that 
(92) 
It can be shown that 
,.. A 
n ·5' = -cos(e.+a) e 1 (93) 
and 
ne oS = COS(8 i .flt} (94) 
at the'll-t/,' boundary. It follows that 
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therefore! : -1 at the reflection boundary such that 
P e Pr 1/2 
ro ro 
sgm: 
(s+P1 ) (s+P2 (96) 
+ small continuous terms. 
The reflected :;,'ld at a distance s from the edge in the lit side of 
the reflection boundary n-~I is 
ro ro p p 
1 2 
ro ro) (s+P1 )(s+P2 
1/2 
-jks e , (97) 
where Ro is the reflection coefficient of the o-face of the wedge. 
The total field in the lit side of the n-$I boundary (£>0) is 
Etot(s) = Er(s) + Ed(s) + Ei(s) 
and in the limit as c:·~o from the 0+ sid 
ro ro 
p P 
1 2 
ro ro (s+P1 )( s+P2 ) 
1/2 
'k A ' 
e-J s(R _...2.) + E1(S) 
o 2 
(98) 
(99) 
small continuous terms. 
For £~, i.e., the shadow side of the reflection boundary,and taking 
the 1 imi t £-+0 
[ J
l12 
pro pro 
Etot(s) = Ei{QE) 1 2 e-jksA + Ei{s) 
-r- ro ro 0 (s+Pl )(S+P2 ) (100) 
+ small continuous terms. 
Since the total field has to ~e continuous, it follows that 
Ao Ao 
Ro - "2 = '2 or Ao = Ro • (101 ) 
Following the same procedure at the (2n-l)n-$' reflection 
boundary due to the nn-face of the wedge, one finds that 
(102) 
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where R is the reflection coefficient of the n-face. n 
way Therefore O~ in the 2-0 case can be written in the following 
A A 
°h
s (~'~',P,o') • (I-T)O (~_~I) + (l-T)O (~_~I) + ~ 0 0 ~ n n (103) 
Ro 00(~~I) + Rn Dn(~+41') 
Equation ('03) reduces to the more familiar expression for D
h
s where 
. ~ ~-
To=Tn=O, and Ro=Rn=+l for the perfect conductor, 
D~(~,~I,f3~) = Do(~-~I) + Dn(~-~I)+ [Do(~+~I) + Dn(~~I)l (104) 
Since the transmission and reflection coefficients for the dielectric 
material were calculated forflat layers only, Equation (103) is valid 
for wedgt:'<; who:;e fdrpc, are fldt dielectric layprs. Note that for the 
2-0 case R~=Rt.. and T~=Tf,. 
The thickness of the dieJectric slabs are not arbitrary either, becaus~ the diffracted field is calculated assuming that there 
is one line of diffraction on the various edges of the slabs, instead 
of two, which would be the case for thick layers. That is to say if 
the slabs were electrically thick, then one would obtain a diffracted 
field from both edges making up the thick edges of the slabs. 
It is possible to obtain a diffraction (oefficient for the 
curved surface dielectric-wedge case by adding two additional terms 
similar to the 0 and 0 expressions. That is necessary because the 
transmitted fielS wavefPont may have different radii of curvature 
from that of the incident field. The transmitted field can be expres-
sed as the sum of two fields; one of them having the same radii of 
curvature as the incident field, and the other obviously wi 11 have 
a different wavefront. The two additional terms in the diffraction 
coefficient will have the transition functions necessary to extend the 
latter field (transmitted field with different wavefront from that of 
the incident field) into the lit region across the ,'+n and ~'-n s~adow boundaries. In other words, they contain the two additional 
l10 and L 1n parameters, and the transition function F(x) needed to 
obtain a continuous total field everywhere. To complete the solution 
one would have to obtain expressions for the reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients valid for curved dielectric lay~rs. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL SLAB SCATTERING 
In order to express the geometrical optics and diffracted 
fields in three-dimensions (3-D), it is necessary to define a suitable 
set of coordinate systems. Obviously there is an infinite number of 
coordinate systems that one can choose, but certain ones will be more 
convenient than others. Thus, one must pick the coordinate syst~m 
within which the expressions for the fields are the simplest. 
A. Ray-Fixe~~~ordinate_System 
In the case of the geometrical optics fields, the natural 
coordinate system is referred to as the "ray-fixed" coordinate system 
and is defined by 
" 
n x 51 (105) 
uJ. = , \n x Sl I 
",i 
= 51 x U , and (106) u .. :.L 
"r' ~ ,. (107) 
u.. :: S X u,,- , 
where n is the unit vector normal to the surface at the point of in-
cidence as shown in Figure 15. Note 51 is the incident unit vector 
in the direction from the source to the surface, and s is the reflec-
tion unit vector from the point of reflection to the observation 
point. 
The plane of incidence is the plane containing s' and", and 
the plane of reflection is the plane containing ~ and n. It follo~s 
from the law of reflection that both planes are the same. Note thdt 
(J.) and (II) indicate vectors perpendicular and parall,l to the plane 
cfincidence, respectively. The unit vectors (51 ,uJ.,u.) fornl an ortho-
;WI"mal basis set of coordinates for the in~ident and transmitted 
fields. Likewise the unit vectors (s,u.,u ll ) form an orthonormal basis 
set for the reflected field. 
B. Edge-F;x~~_~oor~inate System 
The coordinate system defined above. although ideal for the 
G.O. fields. it is not the natural system for the diffracted fields. 
The coordinate system used to define the dyadic diffraction coeffici-
ent is referred to as the "edge-fixed" coordinate system. 
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First of all, two new planes need to be defined: the edge-
fixed plane of incidence, which contains the incident ray and the unit 
ver.tor 3 tangent to the edge at the point of incidence QE, and the 
plane of diffraction, which cuntains the diffracted ray and e. Both 
planes are illustrated 1n Figure 16. 
The unit v!ctors ~I and; are perpendicular to the edge-fixed 
plane of incidence and the plane of diffraction, respectively. The 
unit vectors ~I and a lie in the edge-fixed plane of .ncidence and the 
plane of diffraction, respectively as illustrated in rigure 16. 
Again, kt ~I be the incident unit vector from the source to 
the diffraction point QE' and s the unit vector from Qf to the obser-
vation point. From the above definitions 1t follows t"at: 
(108) 
(109) 
" ,. ~. e x s and 
~ X ~ 'I' I I t (110) 
" 14 " eo a ~ X S • ( 111) 
These vectors form the two orthonormal basis of the "edge-fixed" 
coordinate system. Thus, the coordinates of the diffracted ray 
(S,6 ,~) are spherical coordinates, and so are the coordinates of the 
inciSent ray (S"Bp"~')' except that the incident (radial) unit vec-
tor 51 points towa d the origin QE' 
c. Oyadic Ref!ecti~n Coefficient 
The reflected field in the "ray-fixed" coordinate system can be 
expressed as 
(112) 
where 
( 113) 
which is the dyadic reflect ion coefficient. Note that RI1 and R,A. are 
the scalar reflection coefficients for the parallel and perpendicular 
polarizations, respectively. 
lIZ 
-jks e • (114) 
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Figure 16. Edge fixed coordinate system used for 3D diffraction. 
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In matrix notation, the dyadic reflection coefficient has the 
forln: 
:] , (115) 
and the reflected field is given by 
(116) 
D. Dyadic Transmission Coefficient 
Similarly, tne transmitted field can be expressed in the follow-
ing way: 
rtrans(s) = ri(QR) • T ft(s) (117) 
where f is the dyadic transmission coefficient 
(118) 
Note that Til and T.L are the transmission coefficients for the parallel 
and perpendicular polarizations, respectively. 
:":::e:, r ptp~ 11/2 e-jks (119) 
t D s+pi) (s+P~U ' 
where the superscript t refers to the radii of curvature of the trans-
mitted field wavefront. Since the expresfions f~r Til and T~ given 
earlier are valid for flat plates only, P, and P? are equal to the two 
radii of curvature of the incident field Ravefront. 
In matrix notation rtrans can be expressed as 
o 
= ( 120) 
TJ. 
The angle of incidence to be used in computing the reflection 
and transmission coefficients is given by 
-1 (" A) ei = cos -s'·n 40 (121 ) 
r 
t. 
, \ . 
Note that only two components perpendicular to the direction 
of propagation are needed to specify the geometrical optics fields, 
because of the nature of the G.O. fields, i.e., they are always per-
pendicular to the direction of propagation. 
E. Dyadic_Diffraction Coeffici~~ 
The ordinary plane of incidence which contains the unit vectors 
l' and~, intersects the edge-fixed plane of incidence along the inci-
dent ray, and tpe edge-fixed plane of reflection, which contains the 
vectors @ and s along the reflected ray. This is depicted in Figure 17. 
let the angle between the edge-fixed plane of incidence and 
the ordinary plane of incidence be -a. It is shown in [8] that the 
angle between the edge-fixed plane of reflection and the ordinary plane of incidence is a. 
It follows from Figure n~ that the components of the incident 
electric field, parallel, and perpendicular to the edge-fixed plane 
of incidence can be expressed in the following way: 
Ei i Ei. 8' = EI/ COSa- .!. Slna 
o 
iii E $' = Ell sin a + E J. cos a 
or in the more compact matrix notation 
ri = T( -a) ri e.f. 
where 
= ~o.sa -SinaJ. T( -a) 
Sln a COSa 
likewise, the components of the reflected field 
coordinate system can be expressed as 
Er Er Er . ~ = u cos a + J. S 1 n a 
Er Er . Er = - S 1 n a + COS a 
<P" J-
ar in matrix notation 
where 
41 
(122) 
(123) 
(124) 
(125) 
in the edge-fixed 
(126) 
(127) 
( 128) 
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COS a 
T( a) = . 
-s 1n a 
sin 4 
cos j (129) 
In a manner analogous to the 2-D case, the diffracted field, 
which is valid for dielectric materials also can be expressed as 
Ed 
fh ~ = i 0 (._~I) + i 0 (~_.I) + ~ 0 (~+~') 
o n 0 
Ed (130) 
• + 1i Dn(O+.'J [:;~ fd(S). where fd(s) =JS{~+sJ (~:~~s 
It has already been shown in Chapter III for the 2-D case, 
that the coefficients multiplying the 0 terms are proportional to 
the discontinuities of the geometrical optics field at the shadow and 
reflection boundaries. The same is true for the 3-D case, except that 
the coefficients are 2x2 matrices, which can be obtained by following 
the same procedure as in the 2-D case. 
To find i, one has to examine the ~ '+ Tr shadow boundary (see 
Figure 13), where 0o(~-¢') is the only term that is discontinuous. 
From Figure 16,it is easy to see that on the lit side of the q,'+Tr boundary 
E ~o = _ E ~~ l (132) 
1 1 
E4>' E~,..J 
On the shadow side of the same boundary, the transmitted field is 
present. It follows that 
Et t e Ell 
o 
= -f(-a) , 
E~ EI 
but the transmitted fiel~ iniLhe "ray-fixed" 
expressed in terms of (E
e
, ,E ,) as 
~E~J - [TI~ 0]° ~1 ~Ei ,] - T (-a) a 0 t i E... 0 T.J,. E~, 
(133) 
coordinate system can be 
(134) 
Therefore (E~ ,E;) in terms of (~i"E~,) is given by 
o 43 0 
! 
I 
I 
" i: 
I' 
Il 
/1 
II 
! 
! 
Et Til 0 
i Eel 
eo 
T-1(_a) 0 
= -T(-a) (135) 
E~ 0 ~ i E 4)1 
so the discontinuity at the 1/l1+1I boundary is equal to 
{ Llc 
-:J 
~~S . -Sin] Til 0 ~cos. Sin]} + 
0 T.L -sina Sln a cos cos 
(136) 
n,o - Ta,0) s1n a cos a J 
1 TO . 2 TO 2 - + III Sl n a + !.L cos·-a 
(137) 
where the "0" superscript refers to the o-face of the wedge. 
To find E, one has to find the discontinuity at the (11-4,1) 
boundary, where DQ{I/l+4jl ) is the only term that is discontinuous. On the lit side OT the (]_~I) boundary, the reflected field is ex-
pressed in the edge-fixed coordinate system by 
r 0 i E Ru 0 Ee I 
eo 0 
= T(a) T-1(_a) (138) 
o 
Therefore, the discontinuity is given by 
sin ~ 0 a sin .J} ~~] { ~coSu R" ~cos . 
RO cos · El: (139) -Sln fl cos a 0 :J,. -sin a 
which implies that 
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~~ cos~ -R1 sin~ (R~+R~) SinacosaJ t= o 0 0 .20 2 -(RII+R,L) sinacosa -R" slna +R.J. COSa (140) 
Exactly the same procedure must be followed to find Band U. 
That is, finding the discontinuities at the ('I)'- w) and (2n-l)n-t' 
boundaries, where Dn(~·~') and Dn(~+~') happen to be discontinuous, 
respectively. It follows that 
[ n 2 n. 2 (T~-Tl)SinaCos. J __ -1 + Tllcosa +T.L,slna (141) B - n n 
-1 + Tnsin2+Tncos2 (Tu - TJ..)5 i nacosa II a:J. a 
and 
~n 2 n.2 (R~+R1)sin.cos .J - Rucosa -~ sln a 
(142) 'IT = n n 
-Rnsin2+R ncos2 
, 
- (RII +R.t.) S i naCOS a U a:J. a 
where the superscript "n" refers to the n7T-face of the wedge. 
where 
The 3-D diffracted field can be written in matrix form as 
E~ 
0 
= 
E~ 
-0 a 
-0 c 
-jks 
e (143) 
0a = [1 - T~Cos~ - T1sin~] Do(4)-q,') + [1 - TI~COS~ - Tlsin~} 
Dn(q,-cp') + [-R~Cos~ + R1sin~J Do(q,+CP', + [-R~COS~ + 
(144) 
Db = [r1-T~] sina~os a Do( tp-tl") + [T1-T~Js inacos u Dn( 'I'-tl' I) 
+ [-R~"R~J ~,ina COSaJo(q'+q,l) + [-R~-R1Jsin<foSu X 
(145) 
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Dc:: [-T~+T1]SinaCOSaDO{q,-q,') + [-T~+T1]sinacosaDn{q,-q,·) 
+ [R~+Rf] sinacos a Do{<I>+4' I) + [R~+R1] sinaCos a Dn{ ¢>t-Ijll ) 
(146) 
Dd :: [1 - TI~s;n2a- T1cos~] DO{cp·cp') + [1 - T~sin2a- T1cos~] X 
0n{4'-CP') + [R~sin2a- R1cOS~]Oo{q,+¢') + [R~sin~ -
(147) 
The diffracted field can, also, be expressed in a more compact 
notation as 
-d ri{Q) ~(I I) I p -jks E{s) :: ·E· cP ,CP;6o Vs(p+sJ e (148) 
where 
Note that for the dielectric case, the dyadic diffraction co-
efficient is equal to the sum of four dyads, but it reduces to dyadic 
form for the perfectly-conducting wedge. That is, for the perfect1y-
conducting case 
Db = Dc = 0 (150) 
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CHAPTER V 
CURVED SURFACE DIFFRACTION 
It has been mentioned before that in certain cases surface rays 
are excited along the surface of convex bodies as depicted in Figure 18. 
These rays can be determined using the generalized Fermat's 
principle. According to this principle, a ray emanating from a point 
source makes the optical distance between the source and observation 
points an extremum. Thus, if the ray path lies on a smooth surface, 
it follows a geodesic path on the surface and continually sheds 
energy into the shadow region. 
Surface rays, which are also referrpd to as creeping waves, 
can be excited by sources w~ich are located either on or off a smooth 
convex surface, or by the illumination of an edge or other geometri-
calor electrical discontinuity in an otherwise smooth convex surface. 
Because of itL; many applications in practical problems, such 
as the radiation of "r.tennas mounted on convex surfaces, the case 
when the source lies on the surface of a convex body is a very impor-
tant problem. The surface is assumed to be perfectly conducting, as 
shown in Figure 19. 
, 
A plane tangent to the surface at the source point divides the 
region in two parts; the lit region and shadow regions. This plane 
is referred to as the shadow boundary. The field in the deep lit 
region is essentially obtclined frC"m geometrir.al (\ptir.~, and thp fipld 
in the deep shadow region is relatively weak, leaving the fields in 
the region adjacent to the Shadow boundary a most interesting case. 
A. Lit R~ion 
From Fermat's prinCiple, the source dPj(QI) excites waves which 
propagate along straight line ray paths from fhe source to field point 
in the lit region as depicted in Figure 20. dPm(Q') is an infinites-
imal magnetic moment, and ~~QI) an infiniteSimal current moment, where 
d~ (QI) = r(Q') x nidal m 
dP (Q I) = I( 11) dR. I n Ie 
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ES 
sd 
ES 
~ 
sr 
PLANE J.. ~ AT QE 
EDGE 
(SURFACE NORMAL 
DISCONTINUOUS) 
Figure 18. Surface diffracted field SO. ES refers to the 
surface of the wedge. 
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A A II 
t X n = b 
A, ", 1\, t X n = b 
(0) FIELD POINT IN 
SHADOW REGION 
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A, 1\, bA , 
t. X n = 'J. 
1\ A A 
S X n = b 
A ". b a bj 
(b) FIELD POINT IN 
LIT REG!ON 
Figure 19. Ray pdths in the lit and shadow regions. 
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Figure 20. Ray path and coordinate system for lit region. 
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l(QI) is the electric field at QI, n the outward unit surface 
normal at QI, and da ' the area element at QI. 1(1 1 ) represents the 
electric current distribution on the monopole, and t l is the distance parameter along the monopr,le. 
The field due to this source (d'W(Q')) at point p~. is [9] 
dE'm(PL) = dlm(;o) [ plp~ J1I2 e-Jks.,. O[m-2 m-3] 
e e (~ +pi)(~ +pf) t ' 1 
a 1 0 Z (153) 
Note that QI is the only caustic of the incident rays, so p~ 
and p~ (the principal radii of curyatur, of thezincjdent field wav~­
front7 are identical, i.e., Pl • Pz • p. O[m; ,mi , ••• ] are higher 
order terms which may be neglected in most cases. 
Since dtW(Pl ) is independent of the reference point ~o' be chosen to be at QI, and it follows that 
lim pi 
'" .J'II Po~ 
1 dtW(~o) : rW should exist 
Pi-+{) 
'" s ',' ., o OJ 
1 
It is shown in [9] that rW can be related to ~W(QI) by 
1 1 tw : dJrW(Q') • 'W 
Combining equations (153), (154), and (155) 
If!) can 
(154) 
(155) 
_1 e- jks -2-3 dtW{PL) : dPW(Q') • TW s- + O(mt ,m1 , ••• ] , (156) 
where 
Tm : - ~ [b~ n A + i~ b B + b~ b C + f ~ n 0] , (157) 
and 
'kZ 
- J 0 A A A 
Te = - 4~- (nl n M +"1 b NJ • (158) 
The coefficients A, B, C, 0, M and N are defined in Table II, 
and Zo is the free space wave impedance. 
The n component of the dt field for the magnetic sour~e case (dJrm(QI»is 51 
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(J'I 
N 
-.. 
A 
i. 2 . 
H +T Fcos 1 o 9 
Slot or dJf
m 
case 
B C 
S i_ T2Fcos2 9i 
0 Tl 
TABLE II 
L it Region 
Monopole or dJf
e 
case 
0 M N To F 
ToFcos ei sin 9t H' + T~FCOS ~i] I sine i ToF s i_tf cos 9 i T{Q') Pg(QI) 
1+T2cosei o I 
i 
, 
I' 
I 
L. 
dE"(PL) = -.J!. [ (dP: (QI) • b' )(H 1 + T2Fcos ei ) + (dP (tJl) • m 41T mOm 
~ i e- jks -2-3 
tl) Tlcos e ] • s- + O[mR. ,mR. , ••• ] (159) 
and for the ~lectric source case (~e(QI)} 
jkl . 2. -jks dE~(Pl) = - 4no dPe(Q')sine1 [HR. + Tlcose1]~ + 
-2 -3 Oem ,m , ••• ] . 
Likewise, the b component of dt for the magnetic source 
dPm{Q') case is 
and for the electric source ~e(Q'} 
b _ -jklo I. i e- jks -2-3 dEe(PL) - 4;- dPe(Q )sln e Tls- + 0 [m 1. ,m R. , ••• ] 
where 
and 
(160) 
{l61} 
(162) 
(163) 
(164) 
(165) 
The angle oiis defined by,"'.S = cos ei as shown in Figure 20. Further, 00 
g(~) =-1! Irr (166 ) 
and 
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where 
tions, 
~( \ - 1 I~ dT exp(-jT~) ';;J~)--:: 
/1f 2.lT Wi hT ' 
~ exp[-j3"] 
(167) 
g(~) and g(~) are known as the acoustic hard and soft Fock func-
respectively. The Fock type Airy function is given by' 
w2( T) = ;. I~ dT e [Tt-t3/3] 
[ .21f J ~exp Jj 
(168) 
and W~(T) is the derivative of W2(T) with respect to T. The Fock para-meter for the lit region is 
t;R, = -mR,(Q') cosei (169) 
with 
(170) 
and 
(lll) 
where m(Q') is equal to m(t') evaluated at t'=Q'. Here Pg(t l ) is the 
surface radius of curvature along the ray path at t'. 
B. Shadow Region 
Surface rays in the shadow region are illustrated in Figure 21. 
According to the generalized Fermat's prinCiple, a ray emanating from 
the source d~W(Q') at Q' propagates along a geodesic path Q'Q on the 
surface and tOward the observation point along the geodecic tangent 
at Q. 
2 d where Po is the reference point, and Pl'P2 are the principal radii of 
curvature of the wavefront. 
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CONVEX SURFACE 
(a l Persprctive view of a surface diffracted ray tulle. 
(0) Top 'lit'" of ,> diffracted ray 
tuh!! indi(,ltil1'1 the divergence 
of the rays ,Inil the unit 
b inorma 1 VPC tors at Q' and Q 
(c) Side view of a surface oif-
frdct~d rily tube and the unit 
normal and tangent vectors 
at Q' and Q 
Figure 21. Surface diffracted ray tube and ray coordinates 
for the shadow region. 
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Again, as in the lit region, dtW(P ) is independent of the 
reference pOint PS' where PH is an arbltr~rYdPoint~ It is common to let Po be at the iffractio point Q, then P1~' P2+Pc and so~. 
It follows that 
(173) 
then 
- c -Jks -2-3 dtW(Ps) = LW(Q',Q) S(pc+S) e + Oem sm , ••• ] (174) [ 
p ~ 1/2 . 
Since one is dealing wi!h a linear pheonomenon, IW can be re-lated to the source strength dPW at QI by 
IW(Q',Q) = dPW(Q',Q) • TW(Q',Q) 
where TW(Q',Q) is given by [9] 
T (QI Q) = -jk Ib'nT (Q')H + t'bT (QI)S + b'bT (QI)S m' 4n 1 2 3 
(175) 
A A • r dt/l 1112 [~Q) 1 1/6 
+ t'nT4(Q' )H] e-Jkt x Ldn(Q~ ~ (176) 
Te(Q' ,Q) = -j~~o [~'~T5(Q')H + ~'bTb(Q')SJ e- jkt x 
r dljlo J 112 [Pd(Q~11!6 
La;nrr ~g{QI )J' (177) 
As illustrated in Figure 19a, th~reA isAan ortho~orm~l basis at 
each point on the surface. Note that (t',n',b') and (t,n,b) are the 
tangent, normal and binormal unit vectors to the surface at the source 
pOint (Q') and diffraction point (0), respectively. The components of 
the two orthonormal sets are related by 
~ A A A A A 
t x n = b tl x n' = b' (178) 
The quantities T (Q'), T (QI), ••• , T (QI) in Equations (176) 
and (177) are the torsiOn factofs and are g~ven in Table III. 
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U1 
"'.,j 
TYPE 0' CCNV n 
SUR 'ACE 
SLOT 011 d;_ CASE 
TABLE III 
Shadow Region 
MONOPOLE OR 
d ii. CASE 
~. 
SURFACE RAY 
TORSION 
einAIIC[ 
SU.'AC( .AOIUS! SU.'AC[ 
0'- CU"V.&TLUt[ '.IOI',. ... CT[D. i' Oltt[CTIOIi ,,"Y CAUSTIC 
PI ,0'1 Pc T,IO" I T2 10' 1/ T] 10', I T.IO'1i T,IO" I T6 'O '1 
0 0 0 
TIO" 
i ~=1~1==l=-~~~i-~:;~~~~~-=JL~~=l~ L-: ~P~ERE .1. tG' 0 
--z;- • 11.2 tI' 
. i '''''P, ,,', 1 0 1 ' I ,,,.,p .... , I ,,;h' (" : .. ' '7;i,)'~·.~r'! .,fi • 
CIRCULAR 
CYLINDER 
A"R'TRAIIY 
CO~VE. 
a o 'O~( ~ I o 
;i"";lo' 
". r • • ,ft to 0 
--z;- • II.' a o z. 
~lnTE: 1. 
SU"'AC[ I L IWITHR,'O"lR,'O'j i·"o, ",(01 1'·,1' 
a l is defined by TI • tl = 
associated with R1tQ'). COSal where ;i is the principal direction unit vector 
2. The quantities E and G denote two of the three coefficients E, F, G that appear 
in the IIfirst fundamental form" of Differenti al Geometry. 
OC) 
-11::0 
~(5 
0-
0 2 ::oF! 
/:)"'tJ 
C~ 
');:J c' 
r- r· 
=i .' ~, 
--..-:-;-.. ~ 
--
i. , 
* .... a A a $ ... 
Further. (179) 
H = g(EJ and 
S = m( Q~) g( f,;} • (180) 
The Fock parameter f,; for the shadow region is given in [17] as 
c; = J Q ~ dt l QI~ (181 ) 
where t is the geodesic arc length from QI to Q. The width of the sur-
face ray tube at Q,dn(Q) is given by 
(182 ) 
Combining Equations (174)-(177) one obtains for the d~m(QI) 
case 
. • ~P (QI ~ -1/6ld1jl~1/2 dEn(p ) = -~ (~ (QI)'bl)H e-Jkt ~ x 
m s 4 11" m pg ( Q) _ d 
1/2 r. 1 l -jks r. -2 -3 J Ls( s+P~U e + 0Lm ,m , ••• (183 ) 
~ a x 1 e Jks + ~ (QI ~ -1/6 [d1jl~1/2 t J 1/2 -' Pg{Q) d1jl s(pc+s} 
[-2 -3 1 a Lm ,m , •• :J (184) 
and for the dP (QI) case 
e 
dEen(Ps} = -jkZo dP (QI) H e- jkt r-oa(QI~ ~ e ~~ 
~~ 1/2. f' -2 -3 J 1 e-Jks + 0 m ,m , ••• S s+Pc 
-jkZ [ (QI)J -1/6 [dljl 11/2 
dEbe? ) = _2. dP (QI) T S e- jkt .E!L.:.-:. ~ I x 
e s 411" e 0 Pg{Q) d~IJ 
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1 -jks -2-3 ~ ~ 1/2 ~ ] s ( s +pJ e + 0 m , m , ••• (18S) 
where 
T =T(Q')p(Q') 
o g 
(186) 
with T{Q') being the surface torsion at the source location. Expres-
sions for T(Q') are given in Table III. 
The formulas given for surfaces rays are of interest, because 
of the many practical problems where the fields radiated from antennas 
mounted on convex surfaces need to be calculated. 
Of particular interest is the prolate spheroid, because this 
shape is used to model objects like the fuselage of an aircraft, the 
mast of a ship, etc. Because the solution in the lit region is 
straightforward, the most critical aspect of this kind of problem, 
is the calculation of the geodesic paths associated with the UTO solu-
tion in the shadow region. In [10] efficient numerical algorithms are 
examined, where the spheroid is simulated by a perturbed cone or 
cylinder model depending on the location of the source. When the source 
is at the center of the spheroid, a cylinder model is used, and when 
the source is off the center, a cone model is used. 
Because the cone and cylinder are developed surfaces, it is fa~y to find the geodesic path for a given radiation direction (6 t ,G t )· Assuming that a new radiation direction does not differ much from the 
previous direction, this method uses the properties of the surface, 
and the previous geodesic path to find the new diffraction point. 
This approach decredses the amount of computer time needed to calcu-
late the diffraction points, and geodesic paths, lIIaking it a very 
efficient and accurate solution for the radiation problem. 
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CHAPTER VI 
RADIATION PATTERN OF AN ANTENNA MOUNTED ON A 
CONVEX BODY IN THE PRESENCE OF A DIELECTRIC SLAB 
Many structures such as aircraft, ships, etc., can be modeled 
using flat plates and some kind of convex body such as a cylinder, 
sphere, spheroid, etc. The radiating system shown in Figure 1 is a 
good starting point in solving more complicated structures in that it 
makes use of all the results given up to this point. 
As illustrated in Figure 1, consider the antenna mounted on a 
perfectly conducting convex surface in the presence of an n-sided 
finite flat dielectric slab, which in general can have some loss. In 
order to avoid some geometric complications, let us assume that the 
dielectric slab is not attached to the convex surface. 
The total field at point(p), which has to be at least a wave-
length away from any diffraction point is equal to the superposition 
of the following field components as depicted in Figure 22. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
direct field from the source 
reflected fields from the finite dielectric slab 
transmitted fields through the finite dielectric 
slab 
curved surface diffracted fields from the convex 
surface 
diffracted fields from the edges of the slab 
vertex diffraction from each of the slab corners. 
It is convenient to first examine the radiation from the antenna 
without the presence of the slab. According to Geometrical Optics, 
the region external to the convex surface is divided into lit and 
shadow regions by a plane tangent to the surface at QI. T~is plane 
is referred to as the shadow boundary, and the region adjacent to this 
plane is known as the transition region. 
Consider two types of antennas: slots and monopoles on a con-
vex surface. The expressions for dtW that were given in Chapter V 
are valid for infinitesimal slot and monopole antennas mounted on an 
arbitrary perfectly conducting convex surface. They were obtained by 
generalizing the solutions for a circular cylinder. That is justified 
on the basis of the locality of the high-frequency propagation which 
is one of Keller's postulates. The generalization is necessary and 
very useful in analyzing c~nplicated structures. 
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I. DIRECT SOURCE FIELD 
2.REFLECTED FIELD 
CURVE SURFACE 
DIFFRACTED FIELD 
/ 
RECEIVER 
4. CURVED SURFACE DIFFRACTION 
3. TRANSMITTED FIELD 
EDGE DIFFRACTED 
FIELD RECEIVER 
EFFECTIVE 
SOURCE 
5. EDGE DIFFRACTION 
EFFECTIVE SOURCE RECEIVER 
Figure 22. 
6. VERTEX DIFFRACT/ON 
Various terms used in calculating 
the total high-frequency field. 
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A. Pattern F~ctors 
There are several ways of extending the expressions of Chapter 
V to cases where the slots are not infinitesimal. One approach is to 
integrate the short-slot solutions over the source distribution if it's 
known. This is based on the superposition theorem, and one can approx-
imate the source distribution by an array of short magnetic dipoles 
on the conducting surface. 
A more efficient approach isto modify the short-slot solutions 
as indicated in [12] and [13], where the results for the aperture 
problem are obtained by multiplying the short-slot solution by an ap-
propriate pattern factor, The solution for the monopole antenna can 
be found using the reciprocity theorem and the equation of continuity 
for the slot case, as shown in [12] and [13]. 
The pattern factors were obtained by assuming that the slot 
aperture on the convex surface could be approximated by a slot on a flat 
plate. This implies that the dimensions of the slot have to be very 
small in relation to the radii of curvature of the convex surface. 
The pattern factors for an arbitrary convex surface are(10] 
(a) for the shadow region 
s = 2B [CoS{~{P m·t ,)) j[Si n{~{p m' £" ) j ~m Pm 1T 1 _ (kB(p .i,))2 ~2D .b' 
1T .~ m 
s " 
'P'e = n' [1 - cos(kLD 
(b) for the lit region 
R.=" 2B [COS(~Sintli(Pm.t')) ~[Sin(~Si~ei~Pm'b')~ 
.". m Pm 1T • 2 kA.'"'' , 
1 - (kBsine'(p .i')) ZSlne (Pm,b ) 
1T m 
pR. _ A, cos{kL ~"'5) - cos(kL) 
e-
n 
1-(n'.'5)2 
A 
Pm = unit vector in the direction of magnetic current 
moment 
A,B = length of the short and long sides of the slot, 
respectively. 
(187) 
(188) 
(189) 
(190) 
It is assumed that a cosine distribution exists along the 8 
dimension and a uniform distribution along the A dimension. 
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L = length of the monopole, which is not to exceed a 
quarter wavelength. All the other variables were 
defined before. 
Thus, by replacing ~~ in Equations {159)-(162) and (183)-(185) 
in Chapter V by the pattern factors just given, one obtains expressions 
for the fields due to aperture and monopole antennas on a convex sur-face: 
Li t R~9.!.on 
(a) P£ (slot) 
m 
( -2 -3 ] o mR, 1 m! I ••• (191) 
E~(PL) = -i~ [(1r~.b'}Tl+(Jr~.t')(SR.-T~FCOS26i)] e-~kS + 
[ -2 -3 ] o mR, ,mR, , ••• (192) 
(b) ~! (monopole) 
-jkZ ~" , 2 '11 -jks 2 3 E~(PL) = ~L(p!·nl)Sinel(HR.+ToFCOsel~~ + O[m~ ,m~ I ••• ] 
(193) 
b -JkZo t" i e- jks -2 3 Ee(PL) = ~(~e·n')sine ToF--s-- + O[mR, ,m; , ••• ] (194) 
Shadow R~gion 
(a) ~! (slot) 
En(p) = -J (~s.b') He- t .....,9,.,.,..._ 'k jk G' (QI) j 
m s 4n m PgCQ) 
-1/6 [;:0 J 1/2 x 
(195) 
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(b) ~ (monopole) 
jkZ [ (QI) l -1I6[d J1/2 En(p) = - Cl (Jrs.n')H e- jkt Pg J ~o x 
e s IJ1T e Pg{Q) Cij'"" 
I 1 J 1/2 -jks -2-3 Lst 1 c +s ~ e + Oem ,m , ••• ] (197) 
= 0 (15's. n I ) T S e - j k t £::.. 'I' X -jkZ" [_p (QI)j -116 [dIIIOJ 1/2 
47r e a I'g(Q) dljl 
(198) 
The first step in the solution of each term of the total GTD 
field is to determine the ray path using the law of reflection orland 
diffraction. Assuming the ray path is determined, one must then 
examine the total ray path, to see whether or not it intersected an 
obstacle. If the ray path is not interrupted, the field value is com-
puted and superimposed with other terms. On the other hand, if the 
path ;s interrupted, one can still compute the field at the receiver 
location t and then multiply it ~y some factor to take into account 
the transmission through the obstacle. Of course, if there is not 
transmission, the transmission coefficient is zero and therefore the 
field is, also, zero. 
8. Source Field 
The direct and curved surface diffracted fields are computed 
using the results giv~n in Equation (191) through (198). Both fields 
are referred to as the source fields in tillS chapter. Obviously, 
when the field point is in the lit region, the lit region solution is 
used, and the shadow region solution is used if the field point is 
in the shadow region. 
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I c. Refl~ct~q_~~~ 
In order to determine the path of the reflected field from the 
finite dielectri~ slab, the law of reflection is used. To begin the 
solution, the receiver image position 1s found as illustrated in 
Figure 23. 
The source solution is then used to compute the r S field at 
the image position. The second step is to check if the ray path from 
the effective source to the image P01~tion intersects the slab. If it 
does intersect, the reflected field E is computed as follows: 
Er T Txy T ES x xx xz x 
Er = Tyx T T ES (199) y yy yz y 
Er Tzx T Tzz E
S 
z zy z 
L 
If the ray path from the source to the receiver image position 
doe~ intersect the slab, then the reflected field is computed. The 
l-matrix in Equation (199) represents the reflected field polarization 
transformation matrix. It;s determined from the ~quations [13] 
r ... s... ... s ... r = (n.t )n - (t.r )t 
(t.rs)t = rS _ (rs.~)~ 
r ... s... s r = 2(n.£ )n-r 
or 
T ~ + T y + T ~ = 2(~.~)~-~ xx yx zx 
,. A ,.. ,. ,.. ,. ... 
Txy x + Tyy y + Tzy z = 2(n.y}n-y 
,. "" A,.,.. 
Txz x + TyZ y + Tzz z = 2(n.z)n-z 
(200) 
(201) 
(202) 
(203) 
(204) 
(205) 
where nand t are the normal and tan~~nt unit vectors to the dielectric 
slab, respectively. Note that the T-matrix is independent of the re-
ceiver location, so in order to improve the efficiency of the numerical 
solution, it can be stored in memory. 
D. Edge:Qiff~~~~ed Field 
The diffracted fields from the edges of the slab are obtained 
using the diffraction coefficients presented in r.hapters III and IV. 
A~sumin9 tha~ on~ has d~termined the ray paths for these field~. the 
dIffracted fIelds are given by 
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EFFECTIVE SOURCE FOR 
REFLECTED RAY P' I,. 1, • I,' 
IMAGE OF RECEIVER 
IN PLATE 
Figure 23. Geometry used to determine reflected field from 
plate. 
(206) 
where Da' Db' Dc' Dd are given in Equations (144), (145), (146), and (147), respectively. 
ri(QE) can be determined from the expressions for the source 
field. In some case~. as illustrated in Figure 24, the incident field 
on an edge of the plate is a surface diffracted field. To completely 
specify the field at Qf' one has to cgmpute 5he value~ of the two 
radii of c~rvature of the wavefront Pl and P2' and the amplitude and 
phase of r at QE. Recall that one caustic of r (QE) is at Q as 
shown in Figure 24, so 
Figure 24. 
. { 
CONVEX 
SURFACE 
Surface diffracted ray 
p ldte. 
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incident on an edge of the 
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. d 
PI = s (207) 
whereas, the other radius of curvature is given by 
d d 
P2 = Pc + PI (208) 
such that for an arbitrary convex surface 
(209) 
Note that E and G are defined in Table III, and t as before, is the arc 
length along the ray path on the convex surface. 
Recall that the edge diffraction coefficients are based on the 
diffraction from infinite straight edges, and since the plate is finite, 
there will be a discontinuity in the edge diffracted fields due to the 
corners of the slab. To compensate for this discontinuity, a diffral-
tion coefficient associated with the corners of the slab is needed. 
Expressions for the corner diffracted fields associated with one corner 
and one edge are given in [14], but they are not considered here. It 
is enough to mention, that this coefficient in its present form pre-
dicts accurately the corner effect of various plate structures. 
Probably the most difficult part in computing the edge diffrac-
tion field, is to determine the ray path. As depicted in Figure 25, 
the law of diffraction (S'.e = s·e) is used to find the point of dif-fraction (xd,yc,zd). 
EFFECTIVE SOURCE 
(xes' Yes. zes) 
RECEIVER 
S ....... (xr • Yr,zr) 
.... ~ ... 
Figure 25. Geometry depicting diffraction from straight 
edge of finite plate. 
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For any particul ar source, plate edge, and receiver location, the 
diffracted ray path is unique. The key in finding this unique path 
is to determine the diffraction point along a given edge of the plate. 
Efficient algorithms to calculate the diffraction point have been 
developed at the ElectroScience laboratory. These algorithms can cal-
culate the diffraction point for any edge, including the junction edge 
(the edge formed by the junction of the plate and convex surface). 
The junction edge need not be straight, which complicates the solution. 
For a complete description of these algorithms refer to Reference [13] 
or [15]. 
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CHAPTER VII 
RESULTS 
$ $ 4 4: a 
The final and probably most critical task is to ascertain the 
validity of the solutions given in the previous chapters. This is done 
here by comparing various calculated conical patterns with measured 
results. 
The geometry used to test the validity of the analytical solu-
tions is illustrated in Figure 26, where the source is mounted on a 
2A x 4A prolate spheroid. The source is a quarter-inch monopole or a 
slot placed at 8s=900, which means that the cylinder perturbation solu-tion [10] is usee to calculate the various geodesic paths. 
It is necessary to define two coordinate systems to examine 
various conical pattern cuts. One of them is the cartesian coordinate 
system (~',yl,~') which defines the spheroid geometry as shown in 
Figure 26. This system is then rotated into what is referred to as the (i,y,i) system as illustrated in Figure 27. Note that the new carte-
sian coordinates are found by first rotating about the z'-axis the 
angle ~ , and th~nAabout the y-axis the angle 8
c
• The pattern is then 
taken in the (x,y,z) coordinate system with e flxed and varying ~ from 
o to 360. 
z· 
a = 6" 
C = 12" 
f = 4 GHz 
RECEIVER 
:v 
Figure 26. Geometry used to test computed results. 
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Figure 27. Definition of pattern axis. 
It is appropriate at this point to describe in some detail the 
criteria used in deciding how many surface diffracted rays need to be 
used for a particular radiation direction. In the shadow region as 
indicated in Chapter V, the energy propagates outward from the Source 
along the geodesic paths. This is illustrated in Figure 28 for a 
2 A. x 4 A. prolate spheroid. As the energy flows around the surface, it 
is continuously diffracted along the geodesic tangent toward the field 
pOint, and thus decreasing in magnitude in relation to be maximum field 
strength. This implies that the region on the surface around the 
source point has the greatest effect on the radiated field in the sha-
dow region. The region on the spheroid where the magnitude of the sur-
face ray is not below a certain level of the maximum field strength 
is depicted in Figure 29. Thus,knowing the region of greatest 
energy flow, one can decide which and how many rays to use for a given radiation direction. 
Calculated and measured rOll-plane patterns (8 =0, t=0,8=90) 
are Shown in Figure 30 for a quarter-inch monopole anfenna radiating 
without the presence of the slab. Both results agree very well except 
in the region from 4J=144° to <t>=2uf, where the calculated results are 
a few decibels below the measured results. This is due to the fact 
that only rays 1 and 2 shown in Figure 31 are used. Because of the 
dimensions of the spheroid, i.e., c=4A. is only twice as long as a=2A., 
the contributions of rays 3 and 4 are important and if included, the 
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REGION OF 
SIGNIFICANT 
GEODESIC PATHS 
• 
ANTENNA 
_44 ..... 
.S 
Figure 29. Region where the magnitude of the surface rays is 
significant in relation to the pattern maximum, 
i.e., 40 dB below. 
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( DEGREES) 
Roll plane (8=0 ,t=O ,e-90 ) patterns for a 0.25" monopole mounted at 
6S=90. OnlyCrays t and 2 are included (see Figure 31). 
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calculated pattern would resemble more closely the measured pattern 
in that region. 
In most practical applications, the ratio of the major and minor 
axis is much greater than two, which implies that rays 3 and 4 are not 
significant in the roll pl~ne cut. In all the caculated roll-plane 
patterns (ec=0.'~c=0.,0=90. ) that are shown here, only rays 1 and 2 
are includea. 
The results shown in this thesis are divided into two sets 
according to the position of the dielectric and/or metal plate(s). The 
first set includes calculated and measured conical patterns for the 
geometry depicted in Figure 32. 
Figures 33-39 show roll plane patterns for a quarter-inch mono-
pole located at as=90 (see Figure 26) radiating in the presence of 
metal or dielectrlc plates of different thickness and dielectric con-
stants. There is very good agreement between the calculated and 
measured patterns even though in making the measurements, it was very 
difficult to position the plate at the exact desired location due to 
the lack of a reference coordinate system. Note that from now on, if 
it is not specified, it is assumed that the source is a quarter-inch 
monopole located at 0
s
=90 o. 
It was indicated that the GTD solution is equal to the sum of 
several terms. Figures 40-41 show the individual terms of the solution 
for a r ll1-plane cut (~=O= 4r,e=90), 1.e., source, reflected and dif-
fracted fields, for a 10" x TO" dielectric slab of e: =10.0 and d=0.25". 
Figure 42 shows the total field for the dielectric sfab and for a metal 
backed dielectric. 
Figure 44 shows the effect of the dielectric constant on the 
total field for four different dielectric constants. All the patterns 
are roll-plane cuts. Figure 45 shows the same results except the 
dielectric slab is metal backed." 
Even though corner diffraction was not dis,ussed in detail, 
Figure 46 sh~ws, the effect of adding the corner diffracted term to 
the total solution and it is clear that the discontinuity around ~=70 
is removed when the corner diffracted term is added. The conical 
o patterns are for0 c=0."c=0.,e=75.I • 
More calculated examples are shown in Figures 47-48 for conical 
patterns other than roll-plane cuts where both polarizations (fa ,E~) 
are significant. Another common source besides the monopole is a slot 
antenna. Figure 49 shows patterns for axial and circumferential 
0.4" x 0.8" slots located at 0s=90o. It is assumed a cosine distri-
bution ex·ists along the longer side and an uniform distribution along 
the shorter side of the slot. 
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Figure 32. 
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End view of the geometry used to calculate 
and measure the conical patterns depicted in 
Figures 33-49. 
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Calculated radiation patterns (9c = O~.p = O~ e = 90°) for a 0.25" monopole 
mounted at es = 909 The dielectric slabc;s a 10" x 10" square, £r = 10., d = 0.264~ tan 5 = 0.0 (See Figure 32), P
s 
= 36~ 
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Calculated radiation pattergs (6 = O~ cjl = O~ 6 = 900 ) for a 0.25 11 
IOOnopole mounted at e = 90. Th~ dielectric slab is a 1011 x 10" square. 
E: r = 10., d = 0.264
11 hn is = 0.0 (See Figure 32), P
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Figure 42. Calculated radiation patterns (9 = 0°, ~ = 
mo~nted a: Ss = ;o~. The diele~£ric slabcis 
d - 0.264 , tan ~ - 0.0, (See Flgure 32), ~ 
s 
OC, '3 = 90°) for a 0.25" monopcle 
a 10" x 10" square, Er = 10., 
= 36". 
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1800 
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Metal-backed dielectric plate 
Er = 2.55 
Calculated roll-plane (e = 0°, q, = (J0, e = 90°) patterns 
for a 0.25 11 monopole mouNted at eC = 900 • The dielectric 
slab is a 1011 x 1011 square, of th~ckness d = 0.145 11 , tan 6 
= 0.0 (See Figure 32), P
s 
= 36 11 • 
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Figure 44. Calculated roll-plane (0 =: 00,..p = 01), (j = 90 ) patterns 
for a 0.25" monopole loc~ted at ()~ '"' 90. The dielectric 
plate is a 10" x 10" sqt.;are of thlckness d = 0.264", 
tan 15 ::; 0.0, (See Figure 32), p = 36". 
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Figure 45. Calculated roll-plane (0 = OU,~, :: Oi). U = 90 1 ) patterns 
for a 0.25" monopole mou~ted at n~ = 90. The plate h a 
10" x 10" metal-backed dielectric plate of thicknt:!ss 
d = 0.264", tan (\ = 0.0 (See Figure 32). Os = 36". 
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(Wi th corner di ffraction) 
Calculated patterns (Oc ~ 0°., ~ = O?, 0 = 75.10°) for ~ 
0.25" monopole located at e = 96°. The plate (metal or 
dielectric) is a 10" x 10" ~quare. The dielectric plate 
has a thickness of d = 0.264", Er = 10., tan 6 = O. (Se~ 
Figure 32) Ps = 36". 
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Figure fl:7. Calculated conical patterns for a 0.25 11 monopole located ..It 
o = 900 • The dielectric plate is a 12" x 12" square of 
tAickness d ~ 0.25", Er = 10., tan 6 = 0.0 (See Figure 32) 
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Calculated conical patterns for a J.25" monopole lIIOunt('>·j 
at e = 900 . The dielectric plate is a 12" x 12" square at 
thiclness d = 0.25", Er = 10., tan 6 = 0.0 (See Figure 32) 
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Calculated roll-plane (ac = 0°, ~c : 0°, a = fOI a 0.4" x 0.8" slot located at e = 900, 
plate is a 12" x 12" square of thicfness d = 
tan 6 = 0.0 (See Figure 32) ~s = 36". 
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In the geometry for the first set of results (see Figure 32), 
the plate is located in both the lit and shadow regions. That is, the 
incident fi~ld along the slab is composed of the direct source field 
and the surface diffracted field. The second set of conical patterns 
is f~r the geometry depicted in Figure 50. In this case the slab i~ 
located entirely in the shadow region, so the fields illuminating the 
plate are surface diffracted rays only. Figures 51-56 show calculated 
and measured roll-plane patterns for a quarter-inch monorole located 
~t II :: 90. Again, the results are seen to agree ver well. Note that 
theri is a discontinuity in the c1aculated patterns for the dielectric 
slab case around l' = 90, which imp1 ies that some extra term should be 
added to the total field. In this case that term is the double-dif-
fracted field which was not included in the total field. This illus-
trates a very i'Tlportant property of GTO, which i~ the fact that if any 
term that is significant in the total solution is not included, it 
shows up in the calculated pattern in the form of a jump or kink. 
Thus, one has a self-correcting mechanism by which one can guage the 
impact of the missing term and add higher order terms to the solution 
until one obtains a continuous pattern. 
The individual terms that make up the total fip.1d fer the geo-
metry of Fi gure 50 are shown in Figures 57-58 for a 12" x 12" die1(>c' 
tric slab of thickness d=O.2S" and L =10. Fi~ure 58 also shows the 
total field for the dielectric slab and for a metal-backed dielectric. 
Finally, Figures 59-61 show the effect of the dielectric con-
stant on the total field for three different dielectric constants. 
It is important to emphasize that all the results presented here 
were obtained for a very stringent case due to the dimensions of the 
spheroid which is approaching a spnere. To actually model a missile 
or ~ircraft fuselage, the electric dimensions of the spheroid would be 
much larger than the ones chosen here, i.e., 2~ x 4~. Since GTD is 
based on the assumptions of the locality of the diffraction pheflorrenon, 
the larger the electric dimensions of the spheroid, one would expect 
to obtain more accurate calculated patterns. 
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figure 50. End view of the geometry used to calculate and measure the conical patterns depicted in Figures 51-61. 
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ANGLE 
Roll plane (6c = 0°. ~ = 0°. 6 = 90°) patterns for a 0.25" monopole mounted at 
as = 900 on a 2Ax 4A s~heroid. 
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Figure 53. Roll plane (e = 0°, ~~ = 0°, e = 90°) patterns for a 0.25" monopole mounted 
at as = 900 on a 2A x qA spheroid. 
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Figure 55. Roll plane (9 = 0°, ~ = 0°, 9 = 90°) patterns for a 0.25" monopole mounted at 
es = 90° on a
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(no dielectric plate) 
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Refl'.lcted Field 
Calculated radiation patterns (oc=OO, ~ =0°, e = 90°) for a 
0.25 11 monopole mounted at 0s=900. The 8ielectric slab is a 
1211 x 12" square of thickness d=0.25 11 , £r=10, tan 0 = 0.0 (See Figure 50) P
s 
= 36". 
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Figure 58. 
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Diffracted Field Total Field 
70tal field for ~ ~etal-b3c~n~ ~ielectric pl~te 
Calculated radiation patterns (0 = 0°, ~ = 0°, 0 = 90°) 
for a 0.25" monopole mounted at ~ = 90°. c The dielectric 
slab is a 12" x 12" square of thihness d = 0.25 11 , £r = 10, 
tan (~ = 0.0 (See Figure 50) Ps = 36". 
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Calculated radiation patterns (6 = 0°, ~c = 0°, 0 = 90°) 
for a 0.25" monopole mounted at fis = 90. The dielectric 
plate is a 10" x 1011 square. (See Figure 50) Ps = 36", 
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Calculated radiation patterns (Oc = 0°, ~C = 0°, e = 90°) 
for a 0.25 11 monopole mounted at 0, = 90°. The plate 
(metal and/or dielectric) is a 10 x 10" square. 
(See Figure 50) Ps = 36". 
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Metal-blc~ed dielectric plate 
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Calculated rOll-plane (0 : ijo, ~ : 0°, e 
for a 0.25" monopole mou~t(,~ at OC c 90 . 
a 10" x 10" square of thickness dS= 0.264" 
"s = 36". 
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CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
-
The ob.4ect of this thesis has been to calculate the high fre-
quency radiation pattern of all antenna mounted on a arbitrary convex 
surface radiating i~ the presence of a dielectric or metal plate. The 
Ge",'netrical Theory ... Diffraction was applied and extended here to 
include diffraction by flat dielectric slabs. Chapter VI discussed a 
systematic way of obtaining the total high-frequency field by supe,'-
imposing the individual source, reflected, transmitted, edge diffrac-
ted and when needed the corner diffracted fields. 
The geometrical optics field, the reflection, and transmission 
coefficients for a lossy flat dielectric slab were discussed in Chapter 
II. The modified edge diffr~ction coef~icients valid for wedges whose 
walls are lossy or lossless dielectric or perfectly-conducting plates 
were developed in Chapters III and IV. The interior angle of the 
wedge is assumed to be close to 0° or 180°. Otherwise, the diffraction 
coefficients are not valid. Although the present theory is valid for 
thin dielectric plates whose width cannot exceed a quarter of a wave-
length in free space, it can be modified to treat the problem of dif-
fraction by thick dielectric layers. It is possible to obtain dif-
fraction coefficients for curved plates by adding two terms to the 
diffraction coefficients; however, the transmission and reflections 
coefficients would, also, have to be generalized to include curved 
slabs. Since expressions for surface diffracted rays are needed in 
the shadow region, Chapter V presented surface diffraction coeffi-
cients for an arbitrary convex surface. 
The measured and calculated conical patterns for the two basic 
geometries presented in Chapter VII are seen to agree very well. An 
important property of GTO was demonstrated when the corner diffracted 
term was added t~ correct the discontinuity in the calculated pattern. 
That is,when a higher order term is important but not included in 
the final solution, a jump or kink will appear in the calculated pat-
tern. Thus, one has a self-correcting mechanism by which one can 
guage the impact of the missing terms and add higher order terms to 
the solution until a cont.inuous pattern is obtained. 
The most i'~ediate application of the results presented here is 
in the modelling of structures such as aircraft which are composed of 
non-metallic parts that pl4J i significant role in the radiation 
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pattern. As a result of this study. an existing computer code was mo-
dified which calculates the near-field radiation pattern of antennas 
mounted on an aircraft. which may have non-metallic parts. The electric 
dimensions of the spheroid used to model structures such as the fuse-
lage of an aircraft or missile are much larger than the ones used here. 
Thus, more accurate results should be obtained due to the locality of 
the high-frequencv diffraction phenomenon when the spheroid is larger 
in tenns of wa", .. lengths. 
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